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1. Introduction to the PRESTO project 

PRESTO is a project within the EU‟s Intelligent Energy – Europe programme which aims – as its 

slogan says – to promote cycling as a daily transport mode for everyone in Europe. PRESTO involves 

12 European partners and conducts its activities in five cities. It is the first European project ever to 

involve bicycle dealers. PRESTO is about competence building on cycling policies and it offers urban 

decision makers, city planners and cycling NGOs a range of information material and training 

workshops on cycling to help build cycle-friendly urban environments. PRESTO has developed and is 

currently offering 7 online courses on cycling promotion, infrastructure and pedelecs for starter cities 

(those with a modal share for cycling below 5%). 

2. Conference sessions 

PRESTO Cycling conference - Bremen 

Thursday 13
th
 October 2011 – 9:30 -17:30 

Bicycle counters – tool or toy? 

Troels Andersen, Cycling Embassy of Denmark  

Ever since the year 2001 bicycle counters has been an option for planners to demonstrate that cyclists 

count. By technical devices the number of cyclists can be shown on an electronic board right on the 

street. Bicycle counters works both as permanent counting stations and as marketing tools for 

sustainable transport. 

Throughout a decade more than 60 bicycle counters have spread to various cities, mainly in Northern 

Europe. Virtual bicycle counters on the Internet reflect the current flow of cyclists worldwide. Many 

cities have used the placement of bicycle counters as a way to open up the implementation of an 

overall cycle strategy and to demonstrate the value of cycling. 
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Bicycle counters have been connected to competitions and become the solid symbol of an ongoing 

growth in cycle traffic. There is no specific value of bicycle counters as a single initiative, but there is 

no doubt that it will continue to be the way of getting started and the way of keeping the vision clear in 

people‟s hearts and minds.  

Doubling the number of cyclists in Kiel: Bicycle routes, bicycle roads, signalisation, bike 
forum, community information and campaigns 

Kirsten Kock, VCD Representative, Bicycle Forum, City of Kiel, Germany 

The state capital and university city of Kiel (population 235,000) is divided into a west and east bank 

by the Kiel Fjord, which sometimes makes for long routes. The cycling mode share rose from 8% in 

1988 to 17% in 2003 and up to 21% in 2008, with a goal of 25% for 2012. In 2005 Kiel took second 

place in both the ADFC (German national cycling association) cycling environment competition and 

the ADAC (German national car club) “Cycling in the City” competition. The building blocks of Kiel„s 

successful promotion of cycling are:  

1. The appointment of a Cycling Officer in 1987,  

2. the establishment of a Bicycle Forum in 1987,  

3. the planning of a cycling network with 90 km of main routes and 101 km of minor routes, of 

which 142 km are complete, 

4. an aggressive enforcement of traffic regulations,  

5. the completion of the infrastructure and 

6. public relations and communication work. 

Space for moving and stationary bicycles – increased user comfort through integrated bicycle 

planning in the canton of Bern  

Oskar Balsiger, former cycling officer of the canton of Bern, Switzerland 

In the nineteen sixties, when road construction in Bern could no longer keep up with the booming 

demand for space for motor vehicles, most of the bike paths that had existed since 1945 were 

removed and added to general traffic lanes. Transportation planners and politicians initially didn‟t know 

what to do when the petroleum crisis of 1973 led to a rediscovery of the bicycle. Many factors finally 

led to the view that supporting bicycle traffic through bike lanes alone wasn‟t enough. New elements of 

transport technology finally created the connection between bike lane and street. These efforts are 

based on the realisation that physically separated bike lanes are not per se safer and more 

convenient, but that they lead to a reduction in attention and respect between motor vehicle drivers 

and cyclists. In the area of daily cycling, today Bern‟s transport planners and politicians judge the 

shared use of lanes as safer and more comfortable. In order to ensure the provision of enough bike 

parking spaces, cantonal building regulations also dictate a minimum number of spaces that must be 

provided with new construction or a change of use of an existing building dependent on the use. In 

order to promote multi-mobility, the canton pays 40% of the costs of bike-and-ride and park-and-ride 

facilities, so long as they are included in the cantonal street network. 15 years ago, based on the 

principle “prevent, divert, make tolerable,” the City of Bern introduced an almost universal 30 km/h 

speed limit and, parallel to that, transformed all parking spaces on public land into “blue zones” (permit 

parking only). Only residents of a neighbourhood are allowed to park their cars there without time 

limits. In order to make car-free mobility more attractive, more than 200 of the approximately 260 one-

way streets in the “regime” were made into one way streets with two-way bike traffic.  
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Capacity oriented bicycle planning – for champions! 

Jörg Thiemann-Linden, Difu – German Institute of Urban Affairs, Berlin  

Recent trends in society show significantly increasing bicycle use in Germany: 17% more trips on 

bicycles nationwide between 2002 and 2008. We can learn from the Netherlands and Denmark what a 

doubled or tripled volume of cycling traffic would mean. We can also learn from the methods of 

measuring cycling for the political arena. But what will more cycling mean in terms of public space? 

Reshaping the roads has become the issue, dedicating more space to active modes for capacity 

reasons. For safety reasons, cycling will move away from paths and toward streets (according to new 

technical guidelines). In the future, integrating pedelecs – with their specific needs – will become 

another task. The more we reduce the general driving speed to 30 or 20 km/h, the better all modes will 

co-exist in the limited space. An increasing need for bicycle parking in cities, in dense housing areas, 

and at railway stations is becoming a great challenge for planners, but cycling will contribute to 

alleviating the load on urban public transport during the critical peak hours. This could become a major 

contribution by cycling to sustainable urban mobility planning, shifting the emphasis to post-fossil 

mobility patterns. 

3. Training material 

- PRESTO Cycling Policy Guides and Fact sheets (German and English) 

- PowerPoint Presentations (German and English) 

4. Evaluation 

An evaluation survey on the quality of the presentations will be conducted at the end of the conference 

day. 
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